
Ratio
Solving fundamental ratio problems using Bar Modelling

(GCSE and IGCSE ratio exam questions)

Traditional method (abstract – use of symbols only) is the most common 
approach to solving ratio problems at the secondary level. This has proved to 
be highly ineffective since so many students still underperform in this topic. 

The following problems show some of the essential structures of ratio questions. Using 
the bar model helps students to ‘see’ the structure of the problem, which ultimately 

leads to better understanding. 

All the best,

Lotoya Patrick-Taylor (Easymathslpt.com)



1.  Will and Olly share £80 in the ratio 3 : 2

Work out how much each of them get.

Will 

Olly
£80 

?

?
Value of each bar:  80 ÷ 5 = £16 

Will : Olly 
3   :   2

So, 
Will’s share: 3 * 16 = £48
Olly’s share: 2 * 16 = £32

2.  Rajesh and Gudi share some money in the ratio 2 : 5.

Rajesh receives £240.

Work out the amount of money that Gudi receives.

Rajesh 

Gudi

£240

?

Value of each of Rajesh’s bar:  £240 ÷ 2 = £120
Since each bar is of equal value then each bar values £120

So, 
Gudi’s share: 5 * 120 = £600

Many students would 
divide the £240 by 7, not 

realising that this is not the 
total money being shared.



3.  Pritam, Sarah and Emily share some money in the ratios 3 : 6 : 4.

Sarah gets $15 more than Emily.

Work out the amount of money that Pritam gets.

Pritam

Sarah

Emily

$15 

Sarah got two bars more than Emily.

Two of Sarah’s bars value $15 
So each bar is: $15 ÷ 2 = $7.50

Emily’s share: 4 * 7.5 = $30
Pritam’s share: 3 * 7.5 = $22.50

?

?

Many students often 
struggle with this type of 

question. I have found that 
the bar model helps them 

to better visualise the 
problem. 


